Advanced analytical tools in proteomics.
Proteomics deals with the study of proteins, their structures, localizations, posttranslational modifications, functions and interactions with other proteins. The mapping of protein structure-function holds the key to a better understanding of cellular functions under both normal and disease states, which is critical for modern drug discovery. However, the study of human proteome presents scientists with a task much more daunting than the human genome project. In fact, the estimated >100,000 different proteins expressed from 30,000 to 40,000 human genes make it extremely challenging, if not impossible with existing protein analysis techniques, to map the entire cellular functions at the translational level. Consequently, there have been rapid advances in the techniques and methods capable of large-scale proteomic studies. Among them, the recently developed high-throughput screening methods have enabled scientists to analyze proteins quickly and efficiently at an organism-wide scale. Herein, we overview some of these emerging tools for high-throughput protein analysis. In particular, we focus on recent advances in the bioassay development, which has provided sensitive and selective tools for high-throughput identification and characterizations of enzymes. Finally, the recently developed bioimaging techniques to visualize and quantify proteins in living cells are also discussed.